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     STUDIES ON THE DENATURATION OF EGG ALBUMIN 

               UNDER HIGH PRESSURE 

                                Be Ke[zo Svzvxt 

    A number of studies have been carried out on the denaturation of protein under high pressure. 

BridgmenU has reported that egg iehite coagulates completely at 7000 arm within 30 minutes; 

and Kiyama et al.zl have confirmed that the coagulation aturs above 3880 kg/cm"-. Grant et al.a> 

and Suzuki et a/.4> have found chat SH groups are detected in the compressed sample of egg albumin. 

On theotber hand, Johnson et als> and Tongura) have reported that the thermal denaturation 

of proteins is retarded in a few ezamples by the pressure of about IOODatm. 

    In order to discuss the nature of denaturation of proteins in relation to pressure, especially to 

discuss the relation behveen these two opposing roles of pressure: i. e. acceleration and retardation, 

more abundant and more quantitative informations should be required. 

    In the prevent research, egg albumin was used, as a typical globular protein; and its rate of 

denaturation under different pressures and temperatures was studied from the measurement of 

concentration change due to precipitation induced by denaturation. 

                                 Experi mentals 

    Preparation of egg albumin Egg albumin was prepared from hen's egg white by the 

method of S~rensen and H~rup71, recrys[allized three times; dialyzed against nater until) free 

from ammonium sulfate, and stored as the stock solution in a refrigerator. 

    This stock was diluted with water and acetate bufer of pH 4.8 {ezcept for the studies of the 

effect of pH) to a given protein concentration and a buffer concentration (usually 0.1 M), and used 

as a test solution. 

    It was found that the rate of denaturation is very sensitive to the freshness of egg albumin, 

even if stored in a refrigerator. so that newly prepared egg albumin teas used within a week. 

    High pressure apparatus and procedures The schematic layout of the compressing 

apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The ezperimen[s were carried out in the part A of the dgure, 
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where a test solution sealed into a polyvinyl chloride sack was charged. The reaction temperature 

was kept constant by cuculating water from the thermostat through the jacket surrounding the 

vessel, but owing to the large heat tapatity and heat conductance of the apparatus the temperature 

in the vessel was often found to differ from tba[ of [be thermostat. So the temperature of the 

vessel was measured directly by means of the tbermis[ec inserted in a small side-chamber oC the 

vessel K. 

   After a definite time under compression, the sack containing the test so]ution was taken out 

and the sample was filtered, and then the protein concentration of the filtrate was determined by 

the colorimetric measurement of biuret reactional, corrected by the micro-Kjeldahl analysis of 

nitrogensl, by means of an electron-tube-photometer.

                               Results 

    Effect of pH The effect of pH on the pressure denaturation of egg albumin was studied 

in the pH range 4.0--7.0. The effect was examined by applying about i00D kg/cros for 10 minutes. 

In this experiment only. Merck's impalpable powder of egg albumin was used. The tesc sample 

contained ca. 0.7mg/m] of protein nitrogen, and its pH was adjusted with HCl or NaOH without 

using a buffer solution. Atter the application of pressure. [he pH of the solution was brought to 

4.S with acetate buffer. After centrifugation, the nitrogen concentration in [be supernatant was 

determined by We micro-Kjeldahl analysis. 

    The resuhs are shown in Fig. 2. The nitrogen concentration in the supernatant takes a 

minimum value at about pH 4.8, the isoelectric point of egg albumin, namely, [he rate of 

dena[uration by pressure apparently reaches maximum here. Therefore, to minimize the com-

plication due to the effect of pH, all other runs were carried out at pH 4.8. 

   Effect of pressing duration A number of experiments were carried out on the effect of 
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   It was Jovnd that the optical denrity aJ biurel reauion is line 
   the valves of optical density are Taken directly as the +nearure 

pressing duration on the denaturation of egg albumin. A ret 
that the plots of the logazithm of the protein concentratit 

duration constitute straight ]roes for the given pressures and I 

egg albumin by heat or pressure is of the first order. 

   Reversibility of denaturation Although it is 

denaturation by beat or pressure is reversible, yet under th 

a case is not found. No difference was found between the 

application of pressure and that filtered after being stored 

the isoelectric point or at more alkaline side of pH. 

    Effect of pressure The effect of pressure at consa 
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solution with M/10 acetate buffer of pH 4.8, containing ca. 0 

and the remaining protein in the supernatant was determir 

in Fig. 4 show similar patterns; abOCe a certain pressure 

in pressure results in a rapid increase of the precipitation u
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the present experimental conditions such 
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  Fig. 4 Relations between the proportion of Fig. 5 Relations 6eln•een the proportion of 
      the protein concentration in supernatant the protein concentration in supernatant C 
      C to the initial concentration Ca and to [be initial concentration Cs and pressure 

      pressure 
                                                     at pH 4.8, duration 20 min., 

       at pH 4.8, duration 10 min., initial concentration of N, ca. LI mg/ml 
       initial concentration of N, ca. 1.1 mg/ml Temperature , °C 

                                             Q : 65 
                                          ~ : 70 

the temperature, above which the protein coagulates completely and no protein remains in the 

supernatant. 

   The effect of pressure above 50°C is much complicated, due to the thermal denaturation, which 

will be discussed later. 

    Effect of temperature As shown in Fig. 4, the increase in temperature shift; the 

concentration-pressure curve to the right side in the range 10-a0'C, namely it decreases the rate 

of deaaturation. But the relation is reciprocal above this temperature. Another effect is that the 

increase in temperature lessens the slope of the curve slightly in the whole temperature range of 

the experiment 

   Effect of temperature and pressure at relatively high temperature Approximately 

above 60°C, the so-called thermal denaturation occurs at atmospheric pressure. Fig. 5 shows the 

effects of pressure at 65 and 70°C at a definite pressing duration. In this experiment, considerable 

amounts of protein coagulates before the pressure reaching .to an appointed value. and after 

releasing pressure. These values aze determined in a blank test and are substracted from the 

experimental values. As shown in the figure, tte increase in pressure rather increases the protein 

concentration in the supernatant below about 3000kg/cm=; in other words, denatura[ion was 

retarded by pressure. But the curves corresponding to the range above 4000kg/cm= show the 

similar pateras [o [be cases at lower temperatures; pressure causes a rapid decrease in protein 

concentration in the supernatant to zero, above a certain pressure.
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                                Considerakions 

    From the experimental results mentioned above, it seems that there are two features of 

denatura[ion processes under high pressure below and above 40'C respectively. As shown in Fig. 

6, the plot of the logarithm of the rate constant against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature 

is found to be consisted of two straight lines for the pressure around 4500 kg/cm"-, which coincide 

together at the point corresponding to ahout 40`C. 

I 

l                   ~~ Fig. fi Relations between logarithm of rate                                                    constant k (mini) and reciprocal of 

g ~ absolute temperature T, at pH 4.8 
   _p Pressure, L•g/cm= 

                                               Q : 4500 
0                                                ~ : 5000 

           30 35 1/T~10'     -3 
         70 G5 50 90 30 ?0 30 `C 

    The values of the activation enegy E are calculated by using the Arrhenius relation, from 

the slopes of each straight line which was obtained from two series of experiments carried 

out under 4500 and 5000 kg/cm' respectively. The values of E calculated and listed in Table 1 

show that under these high pressure conditions, the activation energy E takes positive value in 

[he range above 40'C and negative value in the range below 40`C. 

                      Table 1 Apparent activation energy, E

Pressure 
kg/cm=

.4c[ivatioo energy, kcal/mole
10-40'C 40-70'C

4i00

i000

-24

-2i

}33

t31

    The relation between the rate constant k and pressure P is represented by the equation: 

                              dlnk _dV•               d
P RT' 

where dV• is the molal volume change on activation, P the pressure, R the gas constant and T 

the absolute temperature. So the values of dV• can be calculated from the slope of each line 

obtained by plo[Gng the logarithm of rate constant against the pressure, as shown in Fig. 7, and 

are listed in Table 2. 

                  Table 2 Molal volume change on activation, dV•

Temperature,
.~ 10 20 30 i 40 li 50 65 70

JV•, cc/mole -91 -83 -81 -i9 -77 -55 -38
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 In there high pressure regions above 4000 kg/cm=, the values of dV" take negative value; in 

cases, but their absolute values [ead [o decrease with the increase in temperature. Especially 

the case where the thermal denaturation under atmospheric pressure is remarkable. the values 

dV• decrease much more. 

 In Fig, 8 the logarithm of rate constants ire plotted against pressure in a wide range of 

0'

-l

_p

a

Fig, a 

k

 Relations between logarithm of 

(min r) and pressure at pH 4.8 

        Temperature, 'C 

 ~ : 6i 
 ~ : i0

rate crostanl

   30 1 2 3 4 ~ 6 

                Pressure ° 10", kg~'an' 

pressure (0--1000 kgJcmr) at 65 and 70°C where evidently the thermal denaturation occurs (cJ. 
Fig. 5). Probably as the effect of two types of denaturation due to heat and to pressure overlap, 

the linear relation does not hold. But for convenience. the activation energy E at a certain pre_~ure 

and molal volume on activation dV' in a certain range of pressure are calculated from Fig. g, 

the values being shown in Table 3. It is noticeable tbat the values of E are positive and decrease 

with the increase in pressure, while [he values of dP', changing their sign below and above 3000-• 

4000 kg/cm', decrease with the increase in pressure. 

    The kinetic results obtained above from the ezperimen[s and summarized in Fig. 9 indicate
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apparently three kinds of denaturation, namely, (I) that at relatively high pressure and low 

temperature where E<0 and dV'<0, (II) that at relatively low pressure and high temperature 

where E>0 and dV*>0, and (III) that a[ high pressure and high temperature where E>0 

and dV•<0. 

    Whether these differepces mean the different denaturation paths or whether these are ascribed 

to a complicated activation mechanism of protein denaturation, is the most fundamental problem 

and the author has some conception; about this. But this classification is based merely on the 

observation of the precipitation due to denaturation, and now the author, carrying out some 

experiments. where SH groups, viscosities and electrophoretic behaviors of native and denatured 

egg albumin are measured, will make full discussion later, taking all those results into consideration. 

    The author has a great pleasure in expressing his sincere thanks to the late Prof. Ryo Kiyama 

for his valuable guidance and encouragement is the beginning of this work. 

    He also wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. Jiro Osugi for his encouragement and helpfull 

advice, and to Mr. Kiyoshi Kitamura for his kind assistance. 
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